Appendixes
Union has come out strongly in defence of Arab states. We warned the
Government of Israel, both before the aggression began and during i::j
war, that if it decided to take upon itself the responsibility of unle
a military conflict, it would have to pay in full measure for the
quences. We still firmly adhere to this stand.
There must be no political zigzags when we speak of war and
and of defending peoples' rights. Of course, in order to settle oc« or
another problem, states sometimes outline several possible ways. But in
problems like this, which the emergency session of the General Assembly
is now considering, there exists no alternative for a resolute condemn ulion
of aggression, and of those forces behind it, no alternative for the elimi-
nation of the aftermath of aggression. Otherwise it is impossible to cod
aggression, to discourage those who would care to launch such venture*
in the future.
One may ask, why does the Soviet Union take such a resolute stand
against Israel? No, gentlemen, the Soviet Union is not against Israel, but
against the aggressive policies which are being conducted by ruling circles
of that state.
Throughout the 50 years of its existence, the Soviet Union has treated
all nations—big and small—with respect. Every nation has the right to
create its own independent national state. This is one of the main princi-
ples of the policy the Soviet Union pursues.
It was this that deterrainod our attitude towards Israel as a state wfcen
in 1947 we voted for the deoston of the UNO to create oo the territory
of Palestine, a former British colony, two independent states—one Jewish
and one Arab. Guided by this principle, the Soviet Union established
diplomatic relations with Israel.
While supporting the right of nations to self-drfennmation, the Soviet
Union condemns, just as vigorously, attempts by any state to conduct *a
aggressive policy in relation to other countries—a policy of seizing foreign
lands and enslaving the people living there.
What policy does the state of Israel pursue? Unfortunately, throughout
the major part of its history, the ruling Israeli circles have conducted a
policy of seizure and expanding then- territory at the expense of the terri-
tories of the neighbouring Arab states, and ousting or evea destroying the
indigenous population of those lands.
It was so in 1948-1949, when Israel forcibly seized a considerable part
of the territory of the Arab state, which was to be set ap according to
the U.N. decision. About a million people were driven out of their native
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